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i've been using adobe's extension manager as long as it has been available, and i've been interested
in seeing what i could do to help make the process easier. (i've been a plugin developer for years.) i
downloaded the ppw_tools_3.3_en_mac.zip file and was able to drag it onto the extension manager.

it installed without any problems. however, when i drag a ppw onto the extension manager it just sits
there and doesn't do anything. i'm using photoshop cs6. hello dan. i am using photoshop cc on my
mac 10.7.5 and i have the extensions installed as you instructed. i have tried to upgrade the ppw
panel but i get the following message: "the selected program is not compatible with the selected

version of photoshop cc. you can try upgrading your selected program to a newer version of
photoshop cc. upgrading ppw to photoshop cc 2017 has been an error and has been cancelled." i
have tried everything to upgrade the ppw panel to see if i can get ppw to show up in the adobe
extension manager. i have tried uninstalling and reinstalling ppw, removing it from the adobe

extension manager and then re-installing it. there is nothing in the adobe extension manager that
will show that ppw exists. hello dan, i am using the extensions that you installed in a ps cc that i

have installed on my mac 10.7.5. i have the adobe extension manager installed, and i can see all the
extensions in the manager. i can also see all the extensions that i have installed in ps. the only

problem is that i cannot find ppw anywhere. i have tried to uninstall and reinstall the panel, and i
even did a complete uninstall of ps and then re-installed it. i did not uninstall it from the adobe
extension manager. the only thing that i can think of is that i did not install the panel correctly

because when i download the panel from the adobe website, it says that i have to install it in the
creative cloud, and when i do that, i get the message that the panel is already installed in photoshop
cc 2017. so i tried to uninstall it from the creative cloud, and then re-install it with the instructions in

the instruction manual. the only other thing i did was download ppw_cs5-6-cc_101514.ppw and i
tried to install that panel on photoshop cc 2017. however, when i do that i get an error message that

says that the selected version of photoshop is not compatible with the selected panel. this also
happens when i try to update the panel with the instructions in the manual. i tried to install the panel
on photoshop cc 2018, and i get the same error message. i hope that you can help me. i have tried

to solve this problem for three days now, and i have no idea what i have done wrong. i am a
beginner, and i would appreciate your help. thank you. nic.
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hi dan. i am using the ppw4tools_cs5-6-cc_101514 extension and i can not find it in the adobe
extension manager. the extension installer says that i have the extension installed in photoshop cc

2017. is there a way to check if this is true. i have tried to reinstall the extension, and i get the same
error message as before. the only thing i can think of is that the file ppw4tools_cs5-6-cc_101514.ppw

was downloaded with the wrong information, or that i installed photoshop cc 2017 when i should
have installed photoshop cc 2018. all my best regards. nic. hi giuliana, i think the problem was

caused by a bad installation of aem. if i look on your link and i click on the blue button at the right
bottom of the window, it opens a new window, in which i can make the extensions panel work. but in

the first run, the panel was not shown at all. i had to uninstall aem and install it again, after i had
installed the latest version of ps. kohais, i have the same problem on a mac, and i am trying to make

it work as before. the panel did not show up at all. i made a reinstall of aem, but it is not working
either. i have been unable to solve it, because after reinstalling aem, i cannot access the aem

extension panel from ps. i will try to find a solution to your problem. in the meantime, i think you
should contact your local administrator. he will be able to resolve the problem, if he can access your

computer. hi all, i have a samsung xe31 laptop and i have the same problem as the two posters
above. on the right hand side of my screen i have the preferences, view, arrange and extensions. i

have installed the aem cc 2017 and it is working fine. when i open the panel, i can see the
extensions and when i select them, they are all installed. but if i open the extensions panel, i cannot
see the extensions, the color is a gray color and it is not selectable. if i open the extensions with the
mouse, i can see all the extensions, but when i select a extension it is not installed, i can click on the

install button, but nothing happens. i have tried all the options in the aem cc 2017, the extensions
panel does not show in the preferences, view, arrange and it is not installable. 5ec8ef588b
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